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"Then there was the man who drowned 
crossing a stream with an average depth 
of six inches.“ -W.I.E. Gates 
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Motivation
 Multicore and manycore processors with shared resources will 

aggravate the WCET analysis problem!
 Interferences in shared caches
 Interferences in shared buses or interconnection networks
 Impact of synchronization and cache coherence traffic

 Solution: Design for Time Predictability (or WCET Analyzability)



Related Work
 Designs of time-predictable processors

 SPEAR employed a simple 3-stage pipeline and no cache memories [2]
 Time-predictable multi-core architecture to support WCET 

analyzability [3]
 A simple asymmetrical multiprocessor architecture for hard real-

time applications, which has no dynamic features [4]
 A time-predictable Java processor [5]

 Metrics of time predictability
 The pessimism of WCET analysis and BCET analysis [4]
 State-induced time predictability and input-induced time 

predictability [6]
 Combining WCET analyzability and the stability of the system [7]



Motivation

 However currently there is no effective and 
widely accepted metric to quantitatively 
evaluate time predictability of processors, 
which greatly impedes the advancement of 
time-predictable processor design

A Quantitative Guide Needed



Architectural Time Predictability
 Architectural Time Predictability (ATP)

 Given an architectural design of a processor, architectural 
time predictability indicates how close the actual timing 
behavior is to the baseline timing behavior specified in the 
timing contract of the processor

Baseline timing behavior specified in timing contract

Actual timing behavior with architectural effects

Length of execution time

ATP evaluates this gap



Architectural Time-predictability  Factor

 Architectural Time Factor (ATF)
 Given a processor P, an arbitrary real-time trace T, the 

actual execution time D(P, T), and the statically predicted 
execution time based on the timing contract S(P, T), ATF can 
be defined as:

T) S(P,
T) D(P,  T) ATF(P, 

 timesched static
 timeexec dynamic  ATF 

S(P, T) static sched time

D(P, T)

Instruction 
scheduling

dynamic exec time
Running on a 
processor



ATF for VLIW
 VLIW processor is relatively more time-predictable than 

superscalar processor which dynamically scheduling the 
instructions by the hardware
 VLIW  architecture exposes as much timing and hardware 

information as possible to the compiler which  schedules the 
instructions

 HPL-PD based VLIW processor still has some architectural 
features that can compromise architectural time predictability
 Branch architecture
 Speculative execution
 Cache memories



Compute Static Scheduling Time

Static Scheduling Time Analysis



ATF of a VLIW Processor

ATF of all benchmarks in an ideal VLIW processor

ATF of all benchmarks in a realistic VLIW processor



Architectural Time-predictability  Factor

ATF with the number of integer ALUs ranging from 1, 2 to 4

ATF of a processor  with SPMs compared with ATF of a processor with caches



Conclusions

 ATF can provide useful insights of processor’s 
architectural time predictability

 Our evaluation indicates that while 
speculative execution, branch prediction and 
cache memories can all affect architectural 
time predictability, caches have the most 
significant impact on ATP of the VLIW 
processor we studied



Conclusions (cont.)

 Increasing the number of functional units can 
improve performance but degrade time 
predictability

 Using SPMs instead of caches can increase time 
predictability but may degrade performance

 We can use ATF to make better and quantitative 
tradeoffs between time predictability and 
performance to support both hard and soft real-
time computing and/or a mix of real-time and 
non-real-time applications with different 
criticalities
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